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About This Game

The Evil Draak has joined forces with Death and is destroying everything in his path! Explore huge keeps to find the 7
Legendary Crystals to put an end to his vile acts. It is highly unlikely that you'll be able to survive in the hostile regions of this

desolate land. Be warned, the fighting will be fierce, but the adventure will be epic!
Join the best warriors now and pool your skills to ensure that Good triumphs over Evil!

Key Features:
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Replay as much as you like thanks to the 4 difficulty levels and the randomly generated dungeons, quests and items.

Play in cooperative mode with up to three of your friends for highly intense fights.

Choose from 8 characters from 4 different classes (warrior, wizard, thief and monk) with their own unique features,
combat styles and defeat your fire breathing nemesis.

Upgrade your skills, choose among more than 30 sorts of weapons, 32 magic spells and progress through an epic
adventure in 32 different environments.
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Title: Darkstone
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Delphine Software
Publisher:
Microids
Release Date: 31 Jul, 1999
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English,French,Italian,German
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Great game. Very interesting artstyle and one of the best soundtracks I've heard in a while. Intuitive gameplay which encourages
split second decisions and instinctive movement. With any worse control, I'm not sure this game would work but everything
feels smooth and natural.. It's not really my cup of tea. Zero Reflex is a game where you control an arrow that spins around a
circle while you try to avoid the shapes that are being shot out of a central eye (aka Bullet Hell). You move around collecting
various powerups and have 3 lives allowing you to survive 2 shots before dying. There are 2 modes that you can play at the
beginning, Normal and Psychedelic. Normal is just plain boring, playing the same stage over and over again. Psychedelic is
more fun with more colourful stages but with much more confusing backgrounds.

PROS
1. Nice Music
I like it.

2. Psychedelic Colours
Pretty colours.

3. Simple to Pick up
Left and Right, avoid the black shapes, collect the powerups. Easy to understand.

CONS
1. There is no Hook
It's not interesting enough. Beyond moving left and right, what am I trying to do?

2. Orientation and Keyboard movements
Moving right is oriented from the point of view of the arrow, not the player. So, an arrow pointing upwards moves right if you
press the right arrow but an arrow pointing downwards moves left if you press the right arrow.

. See my full review at http://gamingandfamily.com/game-reviews/airport-madness-3d-vol-1-2-review/

Airport Madness 3D is a surprisingly well executed cross between a serious control tower simulation, and a tongue-in-cheek
arcade game. While players will find themselves immediately challenged, even compelled, to violate nearly every FAA
regulation in the book, at the same time the author's real-world experience as a controller comes through in the subtle details,
and this is part of what keeps me coming back. Yes the airports are greatly simplified version of their real world counterparts,
and yes the airplanes look cartoonish, but at the same time the runways are accurately laid out, every plane is recognizable, the
user has access to both air and ground radar, and many real world controlling strategies may be used. There are even options for
aborting takeoffs, switching runways, and for asking pilots to hurry up or slow down. One of the most creative aspects of the
game is that one may switch at will from the controller's view to a pilot's view from any aircraft in the air. I am also greatly
impressed by the author's commitment to update the game and add content for free. While I am also a big fan of serious
simulations like Tower 3D, I keep coming back to this title when I need to clear my head or just have some quick fun. Well
worth the price!. After i got this expansion, my pc just freezes everytime i try to start a match. anyone got any idea why that
happens?. I have played this many time and find the contols for the Troop actions to be poor at best .Troop delay on ordering
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commands is realistic ecept when yo want to charge in large scale actions . your troops order delays take upwards of a 1 min
when seconds count .Your troop sit on the enemy exposed flank with their thumbs up their A$$ while they destroy one of your
troops of cavalry after another ( i dont really care about the unit size ) I have had many traps set against the computer all the
while you troops never react I was really looking forward to this gamne but I just dont enjoy it .. This is clicker heroes laid out
differently, I like it :P. I ve just purchased Bouncy Bob. I must say it's really cool. Nice graphics, fancy music and very
engrossing game. I strongly recommend you won't be dissapointed.. This is one of the times that I would love a "Mixed Review"
button. There are a few reasons to recommend it, such as the cheap price (I had a 90% off coupon), a nice challange, and the
pleasing art style.

Yet, the flaws are abundent. The difficulty varies wildly, such as being able to die dozens of times on an early level, then going
on to run through the next 3 without so much as a sniffle. Preformance is another problem. Framerate is locked at 30 frames,
but on some levels it can drop all the way to 20 on my 1050ti. My biggest complaint are the controles. They feel very floaty,
with the jump button being late from time to time.

All in all, it's a short(beat it in 35 min), very average platformer for someone with a few cents to spend.. This game is nice and
totally differnet if you consider other games.
Mix Angry Birds, Candy Crush and Pokemon together and you´ll get
Ember Strike :D. It´s great try it out!. Well... if ur >8
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This game is loads of fun, even though it can demolish people alot, and the bosses are challenging yet memorable (sometimes
for the worse) if you have the time i'd say go for it......also dont let the game know your getting mad, then the game will win.
Man... I'm sorry to say this... but this was really sad, one of the worst things I have tried on the Vive... don't even waste your
time. Voice acting was... well, terrible, story was the same. Sad.. It's skiing, and the gameplay is pretty good. However, I don't
think there's enough content to keep your hooked to justify the price tag if you're the only one playing.. Love this game! its one
of my favorite. I can't wait for updates! THIS IS GOING TO BE GOOD.. Love this game and will have a hard time waiting for
new levels. Yes, it is a somewhat simplistic FPS, but that is part of its charm. If you want to shoot stuff, then this game is great
and I think with new levels and new weapons, (sniper rifle...hint, hint), it is well worth your time and money.
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